Three Ultimate World Views Considered By Dr. Herberg In Religious Conference Talk

by Michael W. Zuckermeier

Three ultimate world views are explored by philosopher Dr. Will Herberg yesterday, speaking before a capacity audience in Houston Hall auditorium in the sixth program of the University Conference on Religion.

Dr. Herberg defined the three world views as an individualism, Indo-Hellenic spirituality, and Biblical faith, or a terminology of individualism, ethicism, and historicism, in his speech titled “Faith, History and Self-Understanding.”

Of these three, he asserted, only Biblical faith is capable of a conception of history and the future. In other words, for Dr. Herberg, ultimate nature is devoid of Erewhon and the essence of man’s human nature is personal history.

Admitting this world view to the audience as a possibility, Dr. Herberg claimed that this view is defined by an unshakeable faith in the object of supreme loyalty and desirable destiny.

Views Nature As Divine

Boasting his speech with an expanded semantic view, Dr. Herberg maintained that this primitive view of ultimate nature is the human view, which is the cyclical recurrence of seasons and the philosophical link is not limited to primitive peoples but is a potentiality in mankind.

Two modern manifestations of the modernist view of ultimate nature as defined by Winthorp, and the historically strong philosophy of ancient India, are neither defined by the modernist translation of the age-old Hinduism but are attempts to realize himself by achieving a primal unity with nature.

Of religion is expressed in Platonism and Buddhism. Here the divine conception of nature is reduced to a view that this nature is not as reality but as a reflex of a supreme being.

Cosmic Duality Created

Thus for the first time a distinction is made between ultimate nature and reality, with the real world. The ultimate nature as defined by Winthorp is the material and the temporal, and the ultimate reality as expressed by the dualism is created for the first time.

In this view, mankind is defined as man’s task to be the ally of his soul, which is his link with the whole universe, but this universe is linked with the mentality and particularity of appearance. Man’s task is to extricate his timelessness from the continuum of the body of the whole.

Biblical faith, however, opposes both heathenism in seeing nature as reality but as a reflex of a supreme being, and Hellenic spirituality in seeing it as real, Dr. Herberg said.

In Biblical faith, man is in and part of nature, but to see true reality is by the knowledge and self-awareness. It is this which creates the future world view of the Biblical faith and the historical view of the ancient Indian faith, since history is the story of the emergence of the new.

Consider Faith, History

Dr. Herberg then turned to the problem of man’s role in history, declaring that if men are the product of their personal histories, then society has many partial histories as they come in contact with other societies.

Therefore, it is necessary to discard this idea of society among those partial histories, and to replace the concept of an object of supreme loyalty, which is his God. In Biblical faith, man is in the right relation with God by religious action.

News Summary

by United Press International

Macmillan Proposes Talks

Washington, D.C.—British Prime Minister Macmillan has proposed that West may engage with East on negotiations with the East-West troop pullback from both sides of the Iron Curtain. However, the United States, West may negotiate on a new basis by the concept of such a withdrawal.

Celier Court City Failures

Washington, D.C.—A new Chairman of Emanuel Celler of the House Judiciary Committee who began a new fight on educational school integration is expected to be given the new Civil Rights Act. Speaking at the opening of House hearings on new civil rights propositions for the New York Democrat, had experience shown that the Civil Rights Act cannot handle the job.

Dominican “Junketeers” Charged

New York—A Dominican priest, Adrian Adam Clayton Powell, and a “Jesuit” priest, Eugene “Kingsbe” Ayers, took free junkets to the Dominican Republic and Haiti within the past few days.

I-Q Feature Elections

Will Close Monday


Victorious Defeat

If defeat does await Stassen, it will be the end of a long political career. He has proved to be a prorogued voter-potential popular among the independent voters. This strength arises from his policy of not committing himself, he is all things for all people.

Stassen has always attracted big money from individuals and corporate interests who will do double duty in the same year with the

Palestra Parking Area

Site Of Tennis Courts

Dean Perkins Announces Construction Of Six Playing Areas During Summer

by William T. Bates

Six new tennis courts are to be constructed on the Palestra parking lot this summer. The Daily Pennsylvania Daily’s Evan Bemculin, chairman of the Fine Arts and chairman of the President’s Sub-committee on University Athletics, announced that the court has already approved the idea of converting the parking lot into a tennis facility, but further stated that a specific plan has not been approved to date.

The sub-committee met Monday when it submitted its report to the President’s committee headed by Dr. Gayler H. Perry, chairman of the sub-committee.

The sub-committee is composed of Dean Perkins, chairman of the University of Pennsylvania at the University of Pennsylvania, and the President, chairman of the architectural firm of Temulon, Livingston, and the President of the Student Senate, meeting with the committee was the John Moos, chairman of the University of Pennsylvania.

Two plans for playing courts at the present time. One plan calls for the courts to be constructed prior to the season and are within the entire area surrounded by a high metal fence. The other plan calls for the courts to be constructed on the campus, and are within the entire area surrounded by a high metal fence.

Both plans call for the courts to be constructed on the campus, and are within the entire area surrounded by a high metal fence. The other plan calls for the courts to be constructed on the campus, and are within the entire area surrounded by a high metal fence.

Politics Beckons

The voter of the political arena, although slightly tarnished after Stassen’s latest defeat on the Pennsylvania polls against Governor David Lawrence, still shines brightly in the eyes of the Republican wonder-boy.

Not one to retire quietly from public view, Stassen is apparently readying for a comeback in the Republican hierarchy. Few commentaries give Stassen much of a chance against Philadelphia’s popular incumbent Democrat, Mayor Richardson.

Democratic “Junketeers”

Eugene “Kingsbe” Ayers and a Dominican priest, Adrian Adam Clayton Powell, and a “Jesuit” priest, Eugene “Kingsbe” Ayers, took free junkets to the Dominican Republic and Haiti within the past few days.

Participate in Politics

The voter of the political arena, although slightly tarnished after Stassen’s latest defeat on the Pennsylvania polls against Governor David Lawrence, still shines brightly in the eyes of the Republican wonder-boy.

Not one to retire quietly from public view, Stassen is apparently readying for a comeback in the Republican hierarchy. Few commentaries give Stassen much of a chance against Philadelphia’s popular incumbent Democrat, Mayor Richardson.

Potentially Defeat

If defeat does await Stassen, it will be the end of a long political career. He has proved to be a prorogued voter-potential popular among the independent voters. This strength arises from his policy of not committing himself, he is all things for all people.

Stassen has always attracted big money from individuals and corporate interests who will do double duty in the same year with the

C. E. E. B. To Give Modified Exam

An Introduction of a new Pennsylvanian Scholarship Test, designed to assist secondary schools in the University, has been announced by the trustees of the University Scholarship Test Board.

The test, to be given nation-wide in the fall of October, will provide juniors with an indication of their performance on the season’s School Scholarship Exam, which is required of all college-bound juniors.

In a second action taken by the trustees, a Committee on Entrance Procedures was created to study methods of simplifying entrance procedures. The 16 member committee will consult with the educational and administrative aspects of this problem.

Based on an estimate of current trends approximately 50,000 students a year will take the new exam. The economy resulting from this action will make possible a fee of only one dollar per student. The test will be given on the same day, and the teachers will make possible a fee of only one dollar per student. The test will be given on the same day.

LOCAL WEATHER FORECAST

E. S. Weather Bureau

Today will be mostly fair and mild with a high near 58 and a 54° high. Following a day of intermittent clouds and rain.
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Wash and Wear Raincoat...•

...too good-looking...

Machine washable...

Zelan rep...

Best Buy Ever—Priced $16.90

& COMPARE

The Pennsylvanian

With the $25.00 Coat

Never a Charge
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On Clothes
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"Pocket-Full of Rye"

(See You At 1-F Ball)

Need A Swinging Time? Call BA 2-5974

STUDENTS: Improve your:

Reading Rate
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Through

Individualized Reading Training
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250 GIRLS! 250 MIXER AT MCELLAND HALL

Friday Night, March 6, 8:30-11 p.m.

Admission Free

Refreshments—Band

Sponsored by the Dormitory Council
At The World

Knight And Death

Not a great review, but no one pays to see a, signs alimony," muses Nedrick Parker, manager of the World Theater, recently. He was referred to a film called "The Seventh Seal" which was shown at the World. And, indeed, only a small of the audience audience is turning out for the shows to the vast following of Alexander is the last-departed The movie. "The Seventh Seal" was generally well at the East Canton Film Festival as being having not incomprehensible, but this is in so something a combination of a vague motion picture and often quite transparent, and always a poetic sense of the Brechtian, classical screen imagery.

Ulam Bergman, the creator of the film, and his isberg are the two outstanding figures in modern cinema they collaborated for "Fountain" in 1940. Catherine de Roche says of Bergman: "A writer-director of great intensity, he can manipulate the cinema canvas in different styles with equal facility..."

"The Seventh Seal" open with a shot of a lone knight hovering against a threatening sky. The knight is replaced by a long, wordless waxed down after one unbroken in this kind of restrained action, then having the metaphysical nature of the vision. Seen the camera discovers a 17th-century knight. Poirot's novel, "The Seventh Seal," is a story of a great plague. Abruptly, black-robed and silent, he raises the knight. "My body is ready to die, but not my will," proclaims the knight, who is in the middle of a plot to save the man in order and he soon to find God, So Death and the knight meet once to a symbolic game of chess in the

"By the way, what do you think you can defeat Death? Death requires no provision.

At a monastic the knight promises for some palpable evidence of God—something he can sense and believe. He turns to the confessor. Is it Death? "Is it that we make an end of our fear?" the knight questions, his confidence quite shaken. If he cannot find God, the knight reasons, he will seek God's neglect, the devil. But at a witch-hunting he can find no trace of the devil in the situation. The knight's frankly erroneous squire takes this as just another example of the spiritual emptiness of life. In the end, the knight and his friends desert themselves, that the day of judgment is coming. They need from Revelation to keep their spirits. An ominous figure appears in the nursery. "Lord, Lord," they shout without conviction. But the figure is Death and he has come to lead them away into the void.

—WARREN LINS

TRADITIONAL IVY STYLING at Sensible Prices

Harris Tweed Sport Coat
Reg. Sells for $45.00
SLAX 'N JAC'S Price $25.00

All Wool Worsted Flannel Slacks
Reg. $16.95 $9.50
Now

The Ivy Indispensables
Oxford tab and button-down collar — Reg. $4.95
Now $2.00
2 for $5.50

SPECIALISTS IN NATURAL SHOULDER WEAR
LOU BURKE'S
SLAX 'N JAC'S
26 S. 15th St.
Open Mon., Wed., Fri. 9 to 5. Other Days 9 to 8

Arrow Products Available at

You're always ready for a date... thanks to Arrow Wash and Wear

Your timing is as neat as your appearance when the shirt is a new Arrow Wash and Wear. No waiting for the laundry. Just sud-drip-dry—and you're ready to go! Economical, too... your allowance goes further.

Carefully tailored by Arrow of 100% cotton oxford and broadcloth. Choice of collar styles in whites, stripes, checks, solids. $4.00 up. Underwear by Arrow, too. Chest, Peabody & Co., Inc.

ARROW first in fashion
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DP Heeler Smoker
At 4 P.M. Today
In 3443 Woodland Ave.

Here, DP heeler acquires immense inferences in Martorelli. Those who heel will meet other unique personalities, as well as learning tricks of the big evil game and successful darkroom techniques on editorial, features, sports, business and photos staffs. Come up and ask about our fine Moray "Ents.
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Houston Hall Feature Film

LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING

ADMISSION ONLY 25c

7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Houston Hall Auditorium

Houston Hall Auditorium
Penn Almost Pulled The Upset But It's Still Tigers vs. Green

by Barry Deutsch

It will be Princeton vs. Dartmouth Saturday for the Ivy League championship as advertised but the Tigers came within five seconds of not making the playoffs. It was at the second game that Penn's onward basketball team missed two lay-up shots and failed to recover the 61-40 count by which they last night's starker at the Palestra.

The Tigers tied 60, the last second of the game against Pennsylvania, 195-32. Princeton had led 9-0 early in the contest. The New Yorkers led, 31-25, at the half. At the final count, the Tigers' Carl Boll missed the second part of a one-and-one situation and the Quakers grabbed the rebound and promptly tallied with 37 seconds left. Coach Jack McCallie planned to have Penn score and then feed co-captain Joe Bowman, who was the hottest shooter of the evening, hitting on nine of 14 and scoring 22 points.

However, Bowman missed his shot with the Tiger defenders crowding him down to the cage and Penn forced him to attempt the rebound. Penn got the ball again with Bowman remaining to take the last-of-the-half Hurley. Bowman's desperation, however, was not to be.

While the Tigers were working up the Palestra court, Dartmouth's Ray Landle led a Sadie Tomlinson did his usual to his home motors. In Denver by scoring 24 points, leading Dartmouth to a 74-68 victory in the intramural地下室s for Saturday's playoff New Haven.

The Quakers kept even with Intramural Playoffs Move To Semifinals

One league final game and four semi-final contests take place tonight as the intramural league move one step closer to the all-University playoffs.

The big games, at 6:30, pits undefeated Namayem against Forrest Navy ROTS in a contest to determine the Independent champions. Ethen will be trying to gain the championship for the second straight year.

In the I.P division Phi Gamma Delta vs. Alpha Lambda Phi and Delta Tau Delta versus Sigma Alpha Mu in the semi-final round of the memorable tournament. This is a must game for both Phi L and SAM since each has outstanding one loss in previous playoff play.

Both the teams tonight pits undefeated Dorm B against Leslie in a crucial contest. Both teams are undefeated in the playoffs and the game will probably determine the dormitory championship. In the second game Rodney-Cole battles the Commodores.

NJ's Season Ends With Only Penn Win In A Long Evening

Pennsylvania's boasting junior varsity quaker quintet scored a 74-58 victory over Princeton's junior five yesterday afternoon to capture the 4-3 winning season in the opener of a triple-header basketball card featuring Penn and Princeton teams.

Eight men hit double figures for the Quakers with Rudi Greenhead shifting the way with 13 markers. Lucky John Carusi and Joe Cock tallied 14 and 15 points, respectively. High man for the Tigers and the game was Bob Houghlin who hit 20 points. Bob Andy Higgins and John Rowen gave Princeton coach Jake Mccandless good off-bench performances with 10 points each.

Leading the Tigers by a 27-20 point at the intermission, the Penn five came out at the half and with 4:46 to play at the Palestra to try the way to their fourth win of the campaign.

Princeton led for most of the first half on the strength of Houghlin's free outside shooting but Penn tied it at 33 on a Greenleaf three point shot to the Quakers to try the way to their fourth win of the campaign.

Sports Staff Heeling

All freshmen interested in heeling for the sports staff of The Daily Pennsylvania News are urged to report to The Daily Pennsylvania News office, 432 South 38th Street, between 2 and 4:45 p.m. and request opportunity to secure lines of the junior staff. The football interviews will be held in The Daily Pennsylvania News office.

The sports staff is in need of writers, photographers and inquiring minds. The newspaper is interested in the appreciation of all announcements.

Playboy Magazine Recommends

VARSITY SHOP

(Men's Wear)

There Must Be A Reason

VOYAGES

ATTENTION JUNE GRADUATES

If you are interested in a "SALES MANAGEMENT CAREER"

"Procter & Gamble"

Will be at your Placement Office

March 17 & 18

We are interested in men who

- Can work himself to new heights of achievement.

- Can plan and carry out aggressive courses of action

- Can master responsibility and grasp it quickly.

- Can adjust himself to new situations

Are you interested in a SALES MANAGEMENT CAREER? If you are interested in a "AS SALES MANAGEMENT CAREER"

"Procter & Gamble"

With a Company

That is expanding

That promises only from within

That has an excellent training program

That is a leader in many fields

That has had for years been judged by the American Institute of Management to be one of the best managed.

Sign up at the Placement Office for an interview.

Barber on 11/11 on 36th Street.

Clearance Sale

TUXEDOS

$39.95

A $60.00 Value

- Lightweight
- 100% Wool
- First Quality
- Alterations Included (Sleeve and Cuff Only)
- All Necessary Accessories Available

WHARTON'S

Quality Formal Wear

EV 6-1529 206-08 S. 36th Street. On Campus
The Quaker yearling stallions took it on the chin yesterday afternoon as they finished third behind Princeton and Columbus in the annual Creek Polar Bear triathlete event which was held under wintry conditions at the Lion's Morning-side Park.

The Red and Blue gunned only on the first place horse in the course of the shady, windswept track and field meet. Boxy Bob Baderdorff won by three consecutive shot-out tests, as expected, while unheralded Tom Diamond pulled off a surprise victory in the 40 yard dash.

Baderdorff Bala

Baderdorff, with a 39.5 hand in the 550 yard contest, as he outdistanced Princeton's Ross Terns- roff, who turned in a 47.2 effort. The two at the Navy-Style affair still stand as the all-time University track standard in the event.

Diamond, whose 06.5 second effort in the Hill School meet was enough to finish third for the Quakers, ripped off a 66.5 time, a yesterday's dash as he capped their first place honors ahead of team-

state Maury Backman and Colum-
bia's Pete Zyratski. The "Rock" also sped past the finish line in 06.8, just a few inches behind the Red and Blue speed-merchant.

Schubert Second

Bob Schubert was a few strides off the pace in the mile run as Princeton's Bill Elliott won the dis-
tance race in 4:35.2. The Quaker entrant took second place with a

4:47 effort.

The Red and Blue field com-
petitions, Baderdorff notwithstanding, could manage only third place in the broad jump and a fourth place in the high jump in the overall results as the Lions and Tigers swept both the pole vault and weight throw.

Princeton's relay teams ran away with both relay events as their respective quartet topped both the mile and mile relay contests in 4:05.7 and 4:14, respectively.

The University Boys' Club

Heeling Smoker

Tonight!  Kappa Sigma

8 p.m.

3706 Locust St.

Freshmen and Sophomores Welcome

Tigers, Lions Top Penn Spikemen

To Alfred Haber

WHAT IS EXISTENTIALISM?

Do You Think for Yourself?

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows -
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Do You Think for Yourself?

YES

If you were to break a New Year's resolution, would you renew it rather than wait until next year?

YES

Would you be unwilling to play a single game of "Russian Roulette" for a million dollars?

YES

Are you fully convinced that the saying "Money does not buy happiness" is completely true?

YES

Can an extravagant claim make you switch from one filter cigarette to another?

YES

The truth is, thinking men and women aren't influenced by extravagant claims—especially when choosing a filter cigarette. They use their head. They know what they want. They know that only VICEROY gives them a thinking man's filter...a smoking man's taste.

Familiar pack or crush-proof box.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows –

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
NOTICES

BETSEY CLARK—The Society for Judiciously Choosing Names, having met with successful results in last two meetings, announces a third meeting for this Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. in therooms of the old Union. Please join us.

BREEDING CLUB—The Breeding Club will be meeting this Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

CASTERBURG—The Castor Club will be meeting this Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

CHAS. B. CHAMBER—The Christian Business Club will be meeting this Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

CHURCH OF THE SAVIOUR—The Church of the Saviour will be holding its annual church fair this Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN—All members are encouraged to attend the meeting of the Daily Pennsylvanian on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

DIELS—Today is the last day to make reservations for the annual Diels picnic. Please make your reservations as soon as possible.

LACROSSE FELLOWS—All cross-country participants are invited to attend the annual lacrosse picnic on Saturday at 2:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

MAGNIFICENT HALL—All student organizations interested in holding meetings in the Magnificent Hall are encouraged to contact the department for further information.

MARCH AND WIN—The March and Win Club will be holding its annual meeting this Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

NEWPORT FELLOWS—The Newport Fellowship will be holding its annual meeting this Sunday at 4:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

OUTING CLUB—The Outing Club will be meeting this Monday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

PENNSYLVANIA—All members are encouraged to attend the meeting of the Pennsylvania on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. in the old Union. Please join us.

WHAT IS EXISTENTIALISM?

Books on Art and Architecture

English: SCANDAL MAGAZINE

Thinklish translation: This magazine is put out by a bunch of truckers. Their other monthly offerings: a horror series (necro-ical), pin-up pictures (necro-ical) and a fortune tellers' gazette (serio-ical). Naturally, none carries any of the honest taste. We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish words judged best. Thinklish is easy; it's a new word from two words—like those on this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose name, address, college and class.

MAKE $25

Start talking our language—we've got hundreds of words just itching to go! We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish words judged best! Thinklish is easy; it's a new word from two words—like those on this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose name, address, college and class.

English: NEARSIGHTED BASKETBALL TEAM

Thinklish: SQUINTET

Get the genuine article

English: POLICE PUBLICITY

Thinklish: COPAGANDA

Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

English: CONVERSATION ENDER

Thinklish: STOPIC

Books on Art and Architecture

English: ENLARGED PICTURE

Thinklish: BLOATOGRAPH

Books on Art and Architecture

English: BIKINI BATHING SUIT

Thinklish: PUNIFORM

Books on Art and Architecture

English: POLICE PUBLICITY

Thinklish: COPAGANDA

Books on Art and Architecture